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The Grand Adventure is a light RPG designed for kids age five to teenage years, who aren't quite ready for a  
full traditional game like  Dungeons & Dragons or  GURPS and who don't have the experience to wrap their 
heads around a story game like Fate or The Burning Wheel.

The setting is normally high fantasy, with elves and dwarves and 
magic  and  monsters,  but  can  work  equally  well  with  age  of 
discovery explorers, modern day police, or any genre that suits the 
group.

A lot of design decisions are tuned to younger players, like giving 
re-rolls in encounters, to accruing power tokens, to no hero deaths, 
to  intentionally  splitting  attribute  tests  and  combat  attacks  to 
different dice to make it easier to remember what to grab.

Generally the tone should be light and fast with any boring details 
glazed over to prevent bogging down the game. The game can be 
played as a single one-time session, or have multiple linked sessions 
that combine into a campaign. 3 or 4 players works well, but solo or  
dual sessions can be run perfectly fine too.

Game Master
The Game Master (GM) is normally the adult or most experienced player of the group who will guide the  
heroes on an adventure, assemble enemies to face them, create challenges, puzzles, and exploration to 
overcome, as well as hand out Items and Level Ups.

Besides the core mechanics the game is fairly loosely defined so the ability to improvise will be helpful. A 
world or area map can help players visualize where the story is flowing and provide interesting hooks and 
locations.

Fear and Losing
Fear is how the heroes fail their quest and lose the game. If the party ever reaches their Fear limit they lose 
(or suffer an otherwise catastrophic, session ending consequence). Fear is tracked by the GM with suitable 
tokens like plastic skulls or black poker chips.

For a standard session the party has a Fear limit of 4. Note that the Fear limit should be reduced if there are 
less players:

• 1 player: 2 Fear limit
• 2 players: 3 Fear limit
• 3+ players: 4 Fear limit

The Fear limit can be changed by the GM beforehand based on how long the session is, how hard the quest  
is, how young/inexperienced the players are, etc.
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Making a Hero
Players create their hero secretly, which typically results in a more authentic party.

1. Apply the following modifiers to your six Attributes.  These can be marked with the numerical  
modifier, or checkmarks and Xs for younger players.

 Best (+2), Good (+1), Bad (-1), Worst (-2) and two Neutral (0)

◦ Body
▪ Strong: physical strength, might, physique
▪ Fast: speed, dexterity, reflexes, awareness

◦ Mind
▪ Smart: knowledge, intelligence, common sense
▪ Chatty: charisma, conversation, social, leadership

◦ Soul
▪ Tough: fortitude, perseverance, mental resilience
▪ Tricky: cunning, bluffing, sneaking

2. Choose a Job
3. Write 3 Attack, 1 Damage, and Level 1
4. Choose a Name and miniature

Starting Item: Optionally more experienced players now choose 1 Item to start with. For newer players 
the GM should wait until the end of the first scene or encounter before heroes choose their starting Item.

Jobs
Jobs are the classes and areas of expertise and study a hero can focus on. Each Job provides different 
Abilities that can be activated by spending Power. See later in the rules for a list of Jobs, or the GM can help  
experienced players create their own.

Items
Items are pieces of equipment, weapons, armor, etc. that aid the heroes in mundane or magical ways. In 
game terms this means Items could have their own Abilities, or limited use traits, or provide more options  
(such as a bow & arrows letting a hero attack at range, or wings providing flying for exploring).

Any common adventuring Items are considered available without needing to write them down, such as 
Rope, Food, Tents, Torches, and even basic melee weapons.

Currency: Gold coins can be used as rewards and treasure, and when dealing with a merchant 10 Gold  
coins can typically buy 1 Item.

Level ups
At the GM's discretion heroes should Level Up, which will provide more Abilities and boost their stats. 
Generally levelling up once every session or two is a good guideline, depending on how long the overall  
campaign is meant to be.
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Encounters and Combat
Encounters happen when a fight breaks out. To reduce preparation for the GM and complexity for the 
players no grid or board is used for encounters. Miniatures can be used to show relative proximity (and 
because they are fun to collect and paint).

The GM sets up the miniatures on the battlefield, deciding where the enemies and heroes are based on the 
encounter and if any interesting features or terrain are present.

Setup  and  Turns: Whichever  hero  wants  to  act  first 
simply does (GM can decide if there is an argument), and 
play continues clockwise around the table with each hero 
getting  a  turn.  After  every  hero  the  GM acts  with  the 
enemies. New players can hand around a "current turn" 
token.

Each turn a person can (in any order) move (up to half the 
battlefield), and attack OR test. People can skip either (or 
all) parts of a turn as desired. They can also spend Power 
at  any  point  before  their  attack/test  to  use  impressive 
Abilities, like Double Chop or Reversal of Fortune.

Attack: To attack someone you need to be in range (such 
as having a crossbow or spell) or right beside them (such 
as with a sword or axe). Roll a D6 for every Attack you 
have, which is normally 3. Some enemies or Powers might 
change this.

Hitting and Damage: Every result of 5 or 6 is a Hit and does 1 Damage. If the target dies or is downed any  
extra Damage can be spread to any other applicable targets.

Some more powerful enemies or Abilities can give more Damage per hit, such as 2 per hit.

Hero Re-Rolls: Once per encounter each hero can re-roll any number of their Attack dice. The use of the  
re-roll should be marked on their sheet or with a token.

For example a hero uses their sword to attack a goblin. They roll 3D6 and get a 2, 2, 5, which 
means they do 1 Damage and get 1 Power (for rolling a double).

For example the goblin attacks the hero back, rolling 3D6 and getting 1, 2, 4, so the attack 
misses and does 0 Damage but they gain 1 Power (for missing).

For example an ally hero uses fire magic to attack the same goblin next, rolling 3D6 and 
getting very lucky with a 5, 6, 6, which does 3 Damage and gains 3 Power (for rolling a double 
and one for each 6). This kills the goblin (who only had 1 Stamina remaining) so the extra 2 
Damage can be given to other enemies.
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Power
As part of a combat attack roll the person takes 1 Power token for each of the following:

• Attack misses
• Doubles are rolled
• For each 6 rolled

This means the most Power you can gain on a standard 
attack is 4 (by rolling three 6s). But even on a miss the 
person is making forward progress by gaining Power.

Power tokens are taken from a common pile in easy reach 
of all players, and are represented by a suitable token like 
glass beads, wooden cubes, coins, or rocks.

At the end of an encounter all Power tokens are returned 
to the common pile.

Spending Power: Power can be spent anytime during a 
turn before the attack/test is done to activate any viable 
combination of Abilities.

For example a hero has 3 Power at the start of their turn. They move and spend 1 to use 
Reversal of Fortune on an ally then 2 to use Blinding Charge, leaving them with 0 Power. 
Then they perform their attack.

Maximum Power: Heroes can only have a maximum of 5 Power at a time, and any extra gained isn't 
counted.

Starting Power: Also note with less players each hero starts every encounter with some Power already 
gained:

• 1 player: 2 starting Power
• 2 players: 1 starting Power
• 3+ players: 0 starting Power

GM Power: The GM does not track Power for each enemy, but has a shared pool that can be used by any 
currently acting enemy following the normal rules. There is no limit to their maximum Power.

There is a list of generic Abilities the GM can spend, or if they prepare encounters and enemies ahead of  
time they might have specific Abilities created already.
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Tests
Tests against Attributes are used to resolve uncertain situations outside of encounters (although they can 
be used during combat as well, depending on how imaginative everyone is).

To perform a test roll 1D10 and apply any modifiers from the related Attribute. Compare the result to the  
Difficulty, and if greater than or equal the test is a success, otherwise it fails.

Auto Success/Fail: A roll of 10 always succeeds and a roll of 1 always fails.

Magic: If the hero has magic available as an option for a test, such as lighting a rope on fire with magic 
instead of a torch, they must take 1 Damage to do so from the strain. This is because magic typically  
provides many more powerful tools and solutions to non-combat situations.

For example a hero is trying to lift a heavy gate using Strong, which they're Good at (+1). The 
Difficulty set by the GM is 5. The hero rolls 1D10 and gets a 6, which results in a 7 with their 
+1 modifier, so they succeed.

For example a hero is trying to sneak past a guard using Tricky, which they're Worst at (-2). 
The Difficulty set by the GM is 7, because the hallway is well lit and the guard is alert. The 
hero rolls 1D10 and gets an 8, which results in 6 with their -2 modifier, so they fail.

For example a hero is trying to levitate their horse across a chasm using magic and Smart, 
which they're Neutral at (0). The Difficulty set by the GM is 6. The hero takes 1 Damage (from 
using magic) and rolls 1D10 and gets a 7, so they succeed.

Stamina
Stamina represents how healthy and centered a person is. Heroes have 5 maximum Stamina and enemies 
generally have 1-2 maximum Stamina, with really powerful bosses having 4+. The GM can choose to keep 
enemy Stamina secret or not.

Players track Damage taken counting upwards from 0, up to their maximum Stamina (no need to count  
above).

Hero - Downed: When a hero has taken total Damage greater than or equal to their Stamina they are 
Downed. Immediately place their miniature face down to remember.

On their turn the hero cannot do anything but stand back up and put Damage to 0. The party then gains 1  
Fear. This means heroes can keep being involved even when hurt.

Enemy - Dead:  When an enemy reaches their maximum Stamina (such as taking 2 Damage when they 
have 2 Stamina) they are dead/unconscious/removed from the game.
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Optional Extra Rules

Hero Backgrounds
Backgrounds can be as simple as the race a hero is,  or  involve their  past  jobs,  history,  or  life  before  
adventuring. The goal of a background is to provide unique, flavorful bonuses and Abilities to the hero.

When making a hero they can optionally choose a Background.

Human: Best Attribute is +3 instead of +2
True Strike (Power 1 Ability): +1 Attack

Elf: +1 Fast, -1 Tough
Keen Sight (Power 1 Ability): Mark a target who takes 2 Damage on the next missed attack against it

Dwarf: +1 Strong, +1 Tough, -1 Chatty, -1 Tricky
Shrug It Off (Power 1 Ability): Roll 1D6 and Heal 2 to self on 4+

Halfling: +2 Tricky, -2 Strong
Panic Dodge (Power 1 Ability): Do 1 Damage to an adjacent enemy, then move

Skills
Skills represent specialized knowledge, competence, and practice. If a Skill applies to a test roll 2D10 and 
chooses the highest, then apply any modifiers and resolve the test as normal.

For example a hero is crossing a river using Strong (Good +1) and has the Swimming Skill. 
Because the Skill applies they roll 2D10, getting a 7 and 4, so they use the 7 for a total result 
of 8.

When making a hero they can optionally choose 1 Skill.  Skills  can be handed out later  by the GM as 
rewards or as part of a Level Up.

The GM can help with ideas and to limit what is viable and fair. A good Skill is not so narrow it won't be  
used (like "High Tundra Foraging"), but also not too broad that it always applies (like "Fighting").
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